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Instructions for Basic Mindfulness Practice 
Adapted from the book You Are Buddha by Dennis Hunter 
Available in paperback, e-book and audiobook formats.  
 
A: Body 
 
The first part of the practice involves how we work with our body during mindfulness.  Taking the right posture 
is important, because the state of the body reflects and affects the state of the mind: the mind-body continuum. 
A slouching posture leads to a slouching, dull state of mind — and vice versa. A proper, upright posture 
embodies the qualities of strength, dignity, and bravery, and sets the stage for engaging with your mind in the 
practice of mindfulness. 
 

§ Sit up straight, allowing the spine to lengthen naturally — as if an invisible string attached to the crown 
of your head were lightly pulling you upward. If you're in a chair, you might try sitting forward rather than 
leaning against the back of the chair. Your feet should be flat on the floor.  If you're on a cushion, cross 
your legs comfortably in front of you. 

 
§ Let your arms drop to your sides, then gently lift only your forearms — keeping your upper arms parallel 

to the torso — and bring your palms to rest lightly on your knees or your thighs. The placement of the 
hands should not be so far forward that it causes your shoulders to slouch, and not so far back that it 
pinches the shoulder blades. Find the right spot to allow your back and shoulders and neck to rest 
upright, without straining. 

 
§ Softly close the eyes, or keep them perhaps slightly open and directed downward in order to minimize 

visual distractions. When the eyes wander around the room, so does the attention. Most people prefer 
to close the eyes, as visual cues can just be too powerfully distracting. 

 
§ Relax the stomach muscles, the torso, the throat, the jaw.  Bring the tip of the tongue to rest lightly on 

the spot where your upper teeth meet the roof of your mouth, allowing the lips to part slightly if it feels 
comfortable. 

 
B: Breath 
 
The second part of the practice involves where we place our minds during mindfulness. We could choose 
almost any object — an image, a sound, a particular word or series of words — but most people find that the 
simplest and most convenient object to use in mindfulness is the breath. It's free, you carry it with you 
everywhere you go, and it's already happening — it requires no particular effort. In one sense, sitting and 
resting our attention on the breath is the simplest thing we could possibly do; yet the cumulative effects and 
implications of this practice are profound. Breathing is an expression of the present moment; each breath is 
slightly different from every other breath, and it is only happening right now. Tuning in to the breath is tuning in 
to the present moment. 
 
§ Breathe naturally, however you find yourself breathing in this moment: fast, slow, shallow, deep, whatever.  

Don't make any particular effort to breathe in a certain way, or to control the process.  Just be with 
whatever kind of breath you have right now.  If you can, breathe through the nose. 

 
§ Bring your attention to rest lightly on the full cycle of breathing, both in and out.  Allow yourself to identify 

with the soothing quality of the breath. 
 
§ Notice where you feel the physical sensations of breathing most acutely.  Maybe it's in the rising and falling 

of the abdomen, or in the slight warm and cool tickling sensation at the ends of your nostrils as the breath 
goes out and comes in. Wherever it is for you, rest your attention on that physical sensation. 

 



§ If you can, place a slight emphasis of attention on the out-breath.  Feel yourself going out with your breath 
and dissolving into space, letting go of conceptual mind.  Allow the in-breath to happen naturally, and again 
go out with the out-breath and dissolve.   

 
§ Notice the quality of the moment after one breath has gone out, before the next breath has started to come 

in.  What is your mind like in that moment?   
 
C: Mind 
 
The third part of the practice involves how we work with our minds.  Having attempted to sit and rest our 
attention on the breath for a few moments, we have probably discovered — perhaps to our dismay — that our 
mind is restless and prone to wander away.  We find ourselves thinking about lunch, reliving an argument with 
our ex-boyfriend, reveling in a sexual fantasy, fretting over our job, stewing in old feelings of shame or 
resentment, worrying about our loved ones, or feeling terribly bored and entertaining ourselves by looking 
around the room or searching for shapes and patterns in the carpet in front of us: the possibilities are literally 
endless.  Our minds seem to hop from one distraction to another with total disregard for our noble intention to 
stay with the breath.  Welcome to your "monkey-mind."  Through regular mindfulness practice, we can begin to 
train the monkey to stay in one place for longer periods of time, and we can even learn to regard its antics with 
humor and compassion. 
 
Usually, when we have a thought or a feeling, we run with it: our minds seem to control us, rather than us 
controlling our minds.  By practicing mindfulness, we train in the ability to recognize our thoughts without being 
driven by them.  But the goal of mindfulness is not to "get rid of" thoughts — this is a common misconception.  
The goal is to see ourselves clearly, and with compassion, by touching in with whatever we're experiencing, 
and then coming back to the present moment and the object of mindfulness. Precision and gentleness are the 
keys. 
 

§ When you become aware that your mind has wandered off into a thought, feeling, or fantasy, gently 
touch on it and return your attention to the breath.  Whatever kind of thought or feeling it was, try to see 
it without judgment or criticism: in the practice of mindfulness, there are no good thoughts or bad 
thoughts. No thought is to be condemned or praised — that's just more thinking. 

 
§ You may find it helpful to mark the moment of transition between thinking and returning to the breath by 

"labeling" your thoughts.  When you recognize you've been thinking, say to yourself mentally:  
"Thinking."  Apply this labeling technique with a light touch:  you're not trying to shoot down your 
thoughts or squash them, but simply recognize them, let them go, and come back to the breath. 
 

§ Be gentle with yourself. Relax, and remember this is called mindfulness "practice" for a reason. Keep 
practicing! 
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